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lnnovative Design: No cables are exposed Even power supply cable
Even cables for connecting an imaging system can be concealed.

Renewed Product Color
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The best advantage of the LED light source is that the affected parts which used to
be difficult to be seen with the conventional light sources can be more clearly seen
because the peakwavelength
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LED light source can come in the wavelength

Our LED slit lamp is not a type of exchanging the halogen unit, but a completely
new model that adopts a dedicated LED light source.
The LED optimized slit lamp provides brighter and sharper light,
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region that can be most strongly sensed by human eyes,
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The LED slit lamp with a c0l0r temperature 0f 3500 K provides brighter and
sharper light than halogen.

A I -element high-luminance LED is used for the slit lamp, lt provides
uniform and even light compared t0 the 4-element LEDS.
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The projected light is soft and easy 0n patients' eyes by reducing the peak
of the characteristic blue band spectrum 0f LED.
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. Even though a 3-watt ultra-low voltage LED is used for the slit lamp, the
LED slit lamp is excellently economical because very high illuminance can

be obtained.
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is excellently cost effective by reducing the manufacturing costs,

Ihe 2ZL

Although the 2ZL is economical, its design is high-grade,
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. When 2ZL is switched on, a circular blue LED lights up around the lower
pafi of the slit unlt, which does not disturb the examination. The blue
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light is associated with mental calmness, reducing patient's uneasiness,
Because the circular blue LED indicates the power is on, the users can
examine with 271 aI ease.
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You can select either standard parallel binocular tubes or converging
binocular tubes for easy binocular fusion.
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